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ABSTRACT: Pressure-induced amorphization (PIA) in singlecrystal Ta2O5 nanowires is observed at 19 GPa, and the obtained
amorphous Ta2O5 nanowires show signiﬁcant improvement in
electrical conductivity. The phase transition process is unveiled
by monitoring structural evolution with in situ synchrotron X-ray
diﬀraction, pair distribution function, Raman spectroscopy, and
transmission electron microscopy. The ﬁrst principles calculations reveal the phonon modes softening during compression at
particular bonds, and the analysis on the electron localization
function also shows bond strength weakening at the same
positions. On the basis of the experimental and theoretical
results, a kinetic PIA mechanism is proposed and demonstrated
systematically that amorphization is initiated by the disruption of
connectivity between polyhedra (TaO6 octahedra or TaO7 bipyramids) at the particular weak-bonding positions along the a axis
in the unit cell. The one-dimensional morphology is well-preserved for the pressure-induced amorphous Ta2O5, and the electrical
conductivity is improved by an order of magnitude compared to traditional amorphous forms. Such pressure-induced amorphous
nanomaterials with unique properties surpassing those in either crystalline or conventional amorphous phases hold great promise
for numerous applications in the future.

■

INTRODUCTION
Pressure-induced amorphization (PIA) has drawn great
attention because of its fundamental importance in the ﬁelds
of physics, chemistry, and materials and earth sciences.1−3 It is
also considered as a powerful way to synthesize new amorphous
materials that can be structurally diﬀerent from traditional
amorphous forms.4−6 The pressure-induced amorphous phase
is a kinetically preferred state arising because of frustration of
the crystalline state upon reaching high-pressure equilibrium.7
PIA was ﬁrst observed in ice (H2O) and later discovered in
several other materials, especially in tetrahedrally coordinated
materials, such as Si and SiO2,1,8−10 while PIA in some
materials (e.g., TiO2 and Y2O3) was only observed when the
particle size is below a critical value or in nanostructured
forms.11−15 From the application point of view, the key
purposes of high-pressure studies are aimed at discovering new
high-pressure phases with novel properties and understanding
phase transition mechanisms.16 As is well-known, properties of
materials can be modiﬁed by tailoring either chemical
© 2013 American Chemical Society

composition or microstructure. If a high-pressure phase can
be preserved at ambient conditions, its novel properties could
be retained, which provides a new pathway to design materials
with tailored properties. To date, few studies have reported the
improved properties of materials after amorphization and there
is still a wide spectrum of opinions on the PIA mechanism.
Herein, we report the PIA in crystalline tantalum oxide
(Ta2O5) nanowires and the improved performance of the
obtained amorphous Ta2O5.
Ta2O5 is an important wide-band gap semiconductor (Eg = 4
eV). With the high dielectric constant, high refractive index,
outstanding photoelectric properties, and high chemical
stability, Ta2O5 has been widely used in dynamic random
access memory devices, capacitor, atomic switch, antireﬂective
coating layer, gas sensor, photocatalysis, etc.17−22 At ambient
pressure, Ta2O5 undergoes a phase transformation above 1590
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situ high-pressure study (see the Experimental Section for
details). Synchrotron XRD patterns of Ta2O5 nanowires were
collected at diﬀerent pressures during compression and
decompression. Figure 1a shows the unrolled two-dimensional

K from a low-temperature orthorhombic phase (L-Ta2O5) to a
high-temperature phase (H-Ta2O5) with several diﬀerent
variants (monoclinic, orthorhombic, and tetragonal cells).23,24
Because of the complex crystal structure of Ta2O5, some other
polymorphs have been reported. The TT-Ta2O5 (analogue of
TT-Nb2O5) and T-Ta2O5 were synthesized by Hummel et al.25
The ε-Ta2O5 polymorph was reported by Izumi et al. using a
hydrothermal method at 570−620 K.26 Besides the crystalline
phases, amorphous Ta2O5 (a-Ta2O5) is also an important
technological material. As reported, a-Ta2O5 possesses valuable
properties for applications because of its isotropic characters.
For instance, in the application of dynamic random access
memories, a-Ta2O5 has better leakage current characteristics
than the crystalline phase, while the crystalline phase has a
higher dielectric constant.27,28 The pressure-induced amorphous phase derived from the crystalline phase is structurally
diﬀerent from the traditional amorphous phase: it is amorphous
but retains some microclusters from its crystalline parent.7
Thus, it can be expected that pressure-induced amorphous
materials may possess some advantageous properties from both
amorphous and crystalline phases.
Orthorhombic Ta2O5 can be considered as a quasioctahedrally coordinated material, which is built up of edgeand corner-shared TaO6 octahedra and TaO7 pentagonal
bipyramids.29,30 It is expected to be a good candidate for
studying PIA and the mechanism because of its peculiar
structure of elongated unit cell in one direction (a axis). Thus
far, there is still no report on PIA in this system. In this paper,
we provide direct evidence of PIA in single-crystal Ta2O5
nanowires using in situ synchrotron X-ray diﬀraction (XRD),
pair distribution function (PDF), Raman spectroscopy, and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). We investigated the
PIA mechanism on the basis of local structure evolution within
a unit cell under high pressure, and a kinetic mechanism is
proposed and well-demonstrated by both experimental and
calculated results. High-pressure resistance measurements were
carried out to explore the electrical conductivity evolution
during the compression−decompression cycle. This study
provides not only a new window for experimental and
theoretical understanding of amorphization under high pressure
but also a synthetic guideline for high-performance amorphous
nanomaterials from their crystalline phases.

Figure 1. Synchrotron XRD data of Ta2O5 nanowires obtained during
compression and decompression. PIA takes place at about 19 GPa, and
the amorphous phase remains after decompressing to ambient
conditions. (a) Unrolled 2D XRD images and (b) integrated XRD
patterns. Dashed lines indicate contribution from the amorphous
phase. The insets in panel b show the 2D XRD images of the sample
under 51.8 GPa and after decompression.

(2D) XRD images at seven selected pressures, and Figure 1b
shows the integrated one-dimensional (1D) XRD proﬁles. With
the increase of the pressure, all diﬀraction peaks shift to larger
2θ values, the peak intensities weaken, and the peak widths
broaden gradually. When the applied pressure exceeds 19 GPa,
structural disorder sets in, as evidenced by the appearance of
new broad peaks (indicated by dashed lines in Figure 1b) that
represent the contributions from the amorphous phase and the
gradual disappearance of other diﬀraction peaks, which
indicates the onset of partial amorphization. As the pressure
further increases to 36 GPa, all of the diﬀraction peaks
disappear except for the (010) peak, and two broad peaks
associated with an amorphous phase are observed obviously at
about 8.5° and 14.5°. The weak (010) peak remains with the
highest pressure of 51.8 GPa in this study.
During decompression, the amorphous structure synthesized
by PIA is retained to ambient pressure. It is interesting to note
that the remaining (010) peak weakens gradually during
decompression and totally disappears as the pressure was
released to ambient. This observation implies that, in the highpressure amorphous phase, even though the overall crystalline
structure is heavily disordered, some small clusters retain local
periodicity along the crystalline b axis. This partially local
ordered high-pressure amorphous phase loses its stability when
the pressure is fully released. The broadening of the peaks from
the amorphous phase during decompression is related to
changes in medium-range ordering. The signiﬁcantly broadened
peaks after total pressure release indicate a much looser
structure in the ﬁnal amorphous phase. The insets in Figure 1b

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structure and morphology of the pristine crystalline Ta2O5
nanowires were characterized by XRD, scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), and TEM. As shown in Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information, the individual nanowire is a single
crystal with about 30 nm in diameter and several micrometers
in length. The powder XRD pattern consists of mostly broad
and three sharp peaks (at 2θ positions of 6.28°, 12.56°, and
18.87°), which can be indexed to the orthorhombic Ta2O5
phase (PDF 79-1375) with a space group of Pmm2 and lattice
constants of a = 43.997 Å, b = 3.894 Å, and c = 6.209 Å.25 The
three sharp peaks can be assigned to (010), (020), and (030) in
sequence, corresponding to the preferential growth of the
nanowire along the b axis. The broad peaks are caused by the
nanosized eﬀect, and the adjacent peaks merge together with
each other. The selected area electron diﬀraction (SAED)
pattern of an individual nanowire conﬁrms that it is singlecrystalline and grows along the [010] direction.
Ta2O5 nanowires were loaded in a symmetrical diamond
anvil cell with neon as a pressure transmitting medium for in
13948
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show the original 2D diﬀraction images of the sample at the
highest pressure of 51.8 GPa (left) and after decompression
(right), which indicate diﬀerent local structure between the
high-pressure a-Ta2O5 and the recovered amorphous phase.
XRD results reveal the irreversibility of PIA in Ta 2 O5
nanowires, and this provides a new method for synthesizing
the amorphous nanomaterials.
The PIA in Ta2O5 nanowires was also observed with the in
situ high-pressure Raman spectroscopy study. Figure 2 shows

Figure 3. HRTEM images and SAED patterns of Ta2O5 nanowires
from (a and d) pristine sample and recovered samples from (b and e)
19.2 GPa and (c and f) 51.8 GPa, respectively.

recovered from 51.8 GPa (Figure 3c), no crystalline lattice is
observed and the structure is totally disordered. For the sample
decompressed from 19.2 GPa, some amorphous segments
appeared within the crystalline lattice (Figure 3b and Figure
S3d of the Supporting Information), which contribute to the
two broad amorphous peaks in the XRD pattern. The
coexistence of amorphous, crystal phases and the intermediate
state in the sample recovered from 19.2 GPa was further
conﬁrmed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) from the
selected HRTEM regions (see Figure S4 of the Supporting
Information).
A PIA mechanism based on the melting curve of a material
was proposed, in which a system with potential for PIA and
polyamorphic transition has a melting curve with a negative
Clapeyron slope (−dTm = dP) or the appearance of maxima in
the melting curve.35 This thermodynamic mechanism has been
used to explain the transition in H2O, Si, and SiO2, but we
cannot yet test this proposition for Ta2O5. Herein, we focus on
the local structural process of amorphization and the inﬂuence
of the crystal structure on the phase transitions in this system.
The crystal structure of orthorhombic Ta2O5 provides insight
into the structural stability and pressure-induced phase
transition mechanism. In a unit cell of orthorhombic Ta2O5,
the polyhedra are connected in pairs, with one corner (sharing
one oxygen atom) along the b axis, with a total of 25 shared
corners (Figure 4a). Similarly, the polyhedra are connected
with each other by many corners or edges (sharing two oxygen
atoms), along the a and c axes (Figure 4b). The space between
polyhedra is more easily compressed than the polyhedra
themselves. From the mechanical-stability point of view,
breaking the connection of polyhedra in the a axis is much
easier than that in the b and c axes. As a particular example,
around the circled regions in Figure 4b, the large spaces are
relatively easier to compress and would be the weaker
connections under pressure. Therefore, the coherence along
the [100] direction may break ﬁrst at the critical pressure,
resulting in either amorphization or transition to a highpressure crystalline phase with a new unit cell. Considering the
nanosize eﬀect in our Ta2O5 nanowire system, the PIA would
be preferred, which can be triggered by enlarging Gd to enable
Ga < Gc + Gd, where Ga, Gc, and Gd are the free energies of the
amorphous phase, the metastable crystalline phase, and the
defects under high pressure, respectively.11,13

Figure 2. Raman spectra of Ta2O5 nanowires measured during
compression and decompression. The excitation laser wavelength is
514.5 nm.

the Raman spectra of Ta2O5 nanowires measured during
compression and decompression. One sharp peak at 386 cm−1
and several broad peaks at 225, 274, 591, 665, and 822 cm−1 are
observed at ambient conditions. As reported, the Raman bands
between 100 and 450 cm−1 are associated with O−Ta−O
bending modes in TaO6 octahedra, while those between 450
and 900 cm−1 mainly correspond to the various Ta−O
stretching modes associated with edge-shared polyhedra.31−33
The Raman results from our sample are similar to those
reported in the literature.32,34 The broadened and shifted bands
are caused by the low-dimension and nanosize eﬀect of the
Ta2O5 nanowires. With the increase of the pressure, all Raman
peaks have a blue shift, as expected for pressure-induced bond
shortening, and their intensities weaken gradually. The spectra
from 29.5 GPa and above are largely diﬀerent from those at
lower pressures, indicating that the amorphous phase takes the
dominant role at these pressures. At 50.2 GPa, only two broad
peaks can be observed even with a much longer acquisition
time. For the decompressed sample, it also shows two broad
peaks but signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the high-pressure
amorphous form. All of these features are in good agreement
with the XRD results and conﬁrm the occurrence of PIA in
Ta2O5 nanowires.
To reveal the morphology and structure change of Ta2O5
nanowires during amorphization, we carried out TEM and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
analysis of the pristine sample and the samples decompressed
from 19.2 and 51.8 GPa. For the sample released from 51.8
GPa, the local structure of the as-prepared a-Ta2O5 can be
observed, and we expected to see the structure of Ta2O5
nanowires at the beginning stage of amorphization in the
sample released from 19.2 GPa. The bright-ﬁeld and HRTEM
images are shown in Figure S3 of the Supporting Information
and Figure 3. From Figure S3 of the Supporting Information,
one can see that the 1D nanowire morphology is well-preserved
after amorphization. In the HRTEM image of a-Ta 2O5
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highlighted regions in Figure 5a, electrons are most localized to
anions (Figure 5b), indicating the ionic bonding nature. The

Figure 4. Unit-cell structure of orthorhombic Ta2O5, which is built up
of edge- and corner-shared TaO6 octahedra and TaO7 pentagonal
bipyramids: viewing along (a) c axis and (b) b axis. (c) PDF patterns
of Ta2O5 nanowires under compression and after the pressure was
released.

Figure 5. ELF analysis for the Ta2O5 unit cell. (a) ELF distribution in
space. The isosurfaces are taken as ELF = 0.58. (b) ELF proﬁles for
the Ta−O bonds in three diﬀerent fenced regions. Dashed lines
indicate the most localized section along the Ta−O bonds.

To simulate the amorphization process in theory, we carried
out the ﬁrst principles calculations on the evolutions of both
phonon modes and electron localization function (ELF) under
pressure. By perturbing the relaxed unit cell using a ﬁnite
diﬀerence method, the dynamical matrix can be determined and
diagonalized to obtain the phonon modes. In Figure S5 of the
Supporting Information, our simulated vibrational frequency
spectra show the O−Ta−O bending modes (100−400 cm−1)
and the Ta−O stretching modes (450−600 cm−1) softening
during compression. The bending modes around 230 cm−1 at
ambient pressure are mostly associated with the TaO6
polyhedrons near the two end regions along the [100]
direction in the Ta2O5 unit cell (as marked in Figure 4b).
Those modes, along with the stretching modes, show a blue
shift with increasing pressure because of the bond shortening.
Above 30 GPa, an obvious bending mode softening was
observed and all mode peaks continuously broadened upon
further compression. The simulated results well-reproduced our
experimental observations (Raman spectra). From our ab initio
geometric relaxation results, such mode softening could induce
bond breakage and recoordination at those particular positions,
resulting in the phase transition to smaller subunit cells along
the a axis. Because only one unit cell was used in simulation,
the nanosize eﬀects and the generation of defects were not
thoroughly considered. In experiments, such eﬀects could
largely inﬂuence the crystallization process of the metastable
phase. PIA observed in experiments can be explained by a lack
of suﬃcient thermal energy at room temperature in the Ta2O5
nanowire system.
Bonding strength is signiﬁed by the sharing and localization
of valence electrons between bonding atoms, which can be
reﬂected by the so-called ELF (see the Experimental Section for
details).36,37 Overlaying the ELF proﬁles of atom pairs in the

connections of polyhedra around bonds 1 and 2 have only four
shared corners along the a axis and are more likely to be broken
under pressure because of the weaker linking and larger vacancy
spaces. Bond 2 belongs to the regions in which O−Ta−O
bending modes become soft during compression (see Figure S5
of the Supporting Information). An obvious shift of electron
localization to cations was observed above 30 GPa in both
bonds 1 and 2, indicating the weakening of the bond strength,
whereas the most localization section for bond 3 did not show
any shift of electron localization during compression. The
weakening of bonds near two end sections of the [100]
direction in the unit cell (bonds 1 and 2) reconﬁrmed our
assumption that amorphization would ﬁrst occur at those weak
bonding regions in the a axis.
Combining the calculation results and TEM data, we
proposed that the amorphization was induced by the disruption
of connectivity between the polyhedra at particular bonds in
the a axis because the move of these polyhedra under pressure
is easier and faster than others. At the beginning stage of
amorphization, the connection between the polyhedra
collapsed ﬁrst at the weak bonding positions along the a axis
in the Ta2O5 unit cell. This can be further proven by comparing
the SAED patterns of a single nanowire before compression
and that released from 19.2 GPa (panels d and e of Figure 3).
From Figure 3e, we can see that the amorphous rings appeared
and the diﬀraction spots corresponding to (h01) became very
indistinct or disappeared but that of (010) was still clear and
sharp. It should be pointed out that the diﬀraction spots of
(h01) originating from low-index planes (close to the center)
13950
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transition from a high-density amorphous (HDA) form to a
low-density amorphous (LDA) form during decompression.
The electrical conductivity of Ta2O5 is very important for
many applications, such as photovoltaic devices and gas sensors.
To explore the conductivity evolution, we carried out in situ
resistance measurement in diamond anvil cell (DAC) during
compression and decompression. The resistance was calculated
by the Van de Pauw method using the equation exp(−πR1/RS)
+ exp(−πR2/RS) = 1, where R1 and R2 are the two resistances
measured by the four-probe method (see details in the
Supporting Information) and RS is the sheet resistance of the
sample.38 Figure 6a shows the resistance change with the

disappeared, indicating the collapse of the unit cell along the
[100] direction. We can also ﬁnd the collapses directly in the
HRTEM image, as marked by rectangles in Figure 3b, in which
it is seen that the atomic arrangements are not in periodic
format anymore and the amorphous structure has formed
instead. As the pressure further increased, the amorphous area
expanded to cover the entire space at around 50 GPa. Because
we noticed that there is a weak (010) peak remaining in the
XRD pattern even at the highest pressure, we consider that
some small clusters still have local periodicity along the [010]
direction under high pressure. This can be explained because
the movement of the atoms is constrained by the pressure,
while that constraint is gradually released during decompression, resulting in the decrease of the (010) peak intensity.
Eventually, the structure became totally amorphous at ambient
pressure (panels c and f of Figure 3). The morphology of the
nanowires remains after the pressure-induced phase transitions,
which means that the 1D amorphous Ta2O5 nanomaterial can
be synthesized by high-pressure treatment.
To demonstrate the process described above and further
understand local structure evolution during amorphization,
high-pressure PDF measurement was carried out using highenergy XRD. The PDF results are shown in Figure 4c. The
position of each peak represents the distance between each pair
of atoms. The ﬁrst sharp peak at 1.99 Å and the shoulder peak
at 2.53 Å are assigned to the nearest Ta−O and O−O bonds in
each polyhedron, respectively. The shifts of Ta−O and O−O
peaks under pressure are very small, which indicates that such
bonds are rigid and the polyhedra themselves are hard to
compress. The peaks at 3.35 and 3.82 Å originate from the Ta−
Ta bonds between the nearest edge-shared polyhedra and the
nearest corner-shared polyhedra, respectively. The rest of the
well-resolved peaks arise from the various Ta−Ta bonds. By
counting the various Ta−Ta bond distances and comparing to
PDF spectra, we conclude that the peaks assigned to Ta−Ta
bonds crossing the weak bonding points (as circled in Figure 4b
and bonds 1 and 2 in Figure 5a) with long distances decreased
quickly under pressure and disappeared at the amorphization
point of 19 GPa, such as peaks at 13.27, 13.75, 14.83, 15.91,
16.89, 18.33, 19.81, and 20.38 Å, while the peaks attributed to
Ta−Ta bonds within each subparts still existed at the beginning
stage of amorphization (see detailed analysis and discussion in
the Supporting Information). This observation conﬁrms our
proposed PIA mechanism that the connectivity between
polyhedra along the [100] direction broke down ﬁrst at the
weak-bonding positions under pressure and then triggered the
amorphization. When pressure increased to 41.2 GPa, only the
peaks representing the bonds within each polyhedron and the
nearest corner- or edge-shared polyhedra remain, indicating the
disappearance of long-range order and the formation of the
amorphous structure.
It is worth noting that the peak at 3.82 Å (Ta−Ta bonds
between the nearest corner-shared polyhedra) weakens
gradually and the peak at 3.35 Å (Ta−Ta bonds between the
nearest edge-shared polyhedra) increases with pressure;
particularly at the amorphization point of 19 GPa, the 3.35 Å
peak became stronger than the 3.82 Å peak. It suggests that
corner-shared polyhedra were changing into an edge-shared
conﬁguration during amorphization and the edge-shared
polyhedra with higher density are preferred for the amorphous
phase under high pressure. Upon the pressure released, the
intensity of such two peaks reversed, which may suggest the
existence of polyamorphism in Ta2O5 nanowires and the

Figure 6. (a) Resistances of Ta2O5 nanowires versus pressure during
compression and decompression. Solid and open symbols represent
compression and decompression procedures, respectively. (b)
Resistivity comparison of traditional and pressure-induced a-Ta2O5.
The inset in panel a displays a microphotograph of the Ta2O5 sample
in DAC with four Pt probes.

increase and decrease of the pressure. At ﬁrst (P < 3 GPa), the
resistance decreased with an increasing pressure because the
contact between the nanowires is better under compression. As
the pressure further increases, intimate contact between the
nanowires has been achieved and the resistance from the
material itself becomes dominant. The pressure-induced
resistance drop at this stage is often associated with the
broadening and eventual overlap of the valence and conduction
bands, caused by the shortening and bending of bonds.39,40 A
precipitous increase of the resistance between 15 and 17 GPa
can be observed, which is caused by the occurrence of PIA in
the sample at this pressure. Many defects that arose from
amorphization act as the scattering centers for electron
transport to increase resistance. The pressure for amorphization
deduced from the resistance measurements (15−17 GPa) is
somewhat lower than that determined from XRD (19−21
GPa). The deviation in transition pressure is probably due to
the diﬀerent hydrostatic conditions because the resistance
measurement was conducted without any pressure-transmitting
medium. As reported, non-hydrostatic pressure leads to shear
stress and asymmetrical distortion, accelerating the growth of
disorder and, thus, lowering the PIA pressure.41
During further compression to 50 GPa and subsequent
decompression to ambient pressure, there is no obvious change
in resistance. This is interesting because, in general, the
resistance should increase with the development of disorder
and the reduction of crystallinity. The abnormal phenomenon
may be caused by the special structure of the pressure-induced
amorphous form; it is amorphous but inherits some local
structures from its parent crystalline phase.7 The results reveal
13951
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0.1370 Å) in combination with a large amorphous silicon-based area
detector. The 2D scattering images were integrated into 1D data
within ﬁt2d. The PDFs, G(r), were extracted within PDFgetX2,
subtracting contributions from the background and Compton
scattering to the total scattering data.46
Microstructure Observations. A scanning electron microscope
(JEOL JSM-6700F) and ﬁeld-emission transmission electron microscopes (FEI Titan 80-300ST TEM/STEM, with a CEOS spherical and
chromatic aberration imaging corrector, and JEOL JEM 2100F,
working at 200 kV) were used to investigate the morphology and
detailed structure of the pristine and high-pressure recovered samples.
In this work, after decompression from pressures of 19.2 and 51.8
GPa, we opened the DACs, transferred the samples from the chamber
to clean glass slides with a tiny pin, and then dropped a little ethanol
on the samples to disperse the materials onto holey carbon grids with a
Cu support.
High-Pressure Resistance Measurement. Electrical resistance
was measured by a four-probe resistance test system in a DAC at
pressures up to 50 GPa. A boron nitride (BN) layer was inserted
between the Re gasket and diamond culet to provide electrical
insulation between the electrical leads and metal gasket. Four platinum
leads (2 μm thick) were arranged to contact the sample in the
chamber (see Figure S7 of the Supporting Information). A Keithley
6221 current source, 2182A nanovoltmeter, and 7001 switch system
were used as the current supply, voltmeter, and voltage/current
switcher, respectively. The resistance was determined by the Van de
Pauw method (see details in the Supporting Information).38
First Principles Calculations. The calculations are implemented
with the projector augmented wave (PAW) method in the framework
of density functional theory (DFT) through Vienna ab initio
simulation package.47,48 For tantalum atoms, 5p and 6s electrons
were treated as free electrons. Only 2s and 2p electrons of oxygen
atoms were considered as valence states. A plane-wave basis set with a
kinetic energy cut oﬀ of 550 eV is employed to set up the wave
functions in the core regions. Generalized gradient approximation
under Perdew−Wang parametrization is chosen for the exchange
correlation functionals.49 The results reported in this paper were
carried out on a single Ta2O5 nanowire unit cell. The Brillouin zone is
sampled by a mesh of 1 × 9 × 9 k points using the tetrahedron
integration method, providing 41 irreducible k points. Hydrostatic
pressure is applied by adding pulay stress to the diagonal elements of
the stress tensor. At each pressure, the unit cell is optimized for atomic
position, cell shape, and cell volume until the force acting on each
atom is less than 0.01 eV/Å.
The electron localization can be reﬂected by the ELF36,37

that the pressure-induced amorphous Ta2O5 nanowires have
better conductivity than expected. The electrical resistivity was
estimated to be 4.2 × 107 Ω cm using the sheet thickness of 30
μm. For comparison, we measured the resistivity of traditional
amorphous Ta2O5 powders, which is more than an order of
magnitude higher than that of the as-prepared a-Ta2O5 (5.7 ×
108 versus 4.2 × 107 Ω cm, as shown in Figure 6b). In addition,
other studies even reported higher resistivity values from other
forms of amorphous Ta2O5 (>1010 Ω cm).42−44 Therefore, the
pressure-induced a-Ta2O5 nanomaterial with improved electron
transport ability appears to be a promising functional material
in many energy-related applications, such as photovoltaic
devices.

■

CONCLUSION
In summary, our studies demonstrate the PIA in single-crystal
Ta2O5 nanowires by high-pressure XRD, PDF, Raman spectra,
and TEM analysis. The PIA-produced amorphous Ta2O5 can
be recovered to ambient pressure, and the 1D morphology of
Ta2O5 nanowires is well-preserved after amorphization. A new
kinetic mechanism of PIA is proposed that the amorphization is
associated with the disruption of connectivity between
polyhedra (octahedra or bipyramids) at particular positions in
the a axis because of the relatively weaker bonding. The
pressure-induced local structure evolution within a unit cell is
systematically investigated by both in situ experiments and ﬁrst
principles calculations, and the proposed mechanism is further
evidenced by PDF and TEM observations. The electrical
transport measurements reveal an order of magnitude improvement in conductivity of pressure-induced amorphous Ta2O5
nanowires compared to the traditional amorphous Ta2O5
materials. The results show that PIA is a useful method for
synthesizing new amorphous materials expecting to possess the
advantages of both amorphous and crystalline phases and also
provide a new perspective for understanding the PIA
mechanism, which would guide us to discover more pressureinduced amorphous materials with improved properties.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Sample Preparation. The synthesis of Ta2O5 nanowires has been
described in detail in previous work.21 Brieﬂy, Ta2O5 powder (99.85%,
Alfa Aesar) was ﬁrst dissolved in hydroﬂuoric acid solution and
reprecipitated by adding ammonia solution. Then, the freshly formed
precipitate was redissolved in a solution containing hydrogen peroxide
and ammonia (5:1 by volume) to obtain a precursor and transferred to
a Teﬂon-lined autoclave reacting at 240 °C for 24 h. Finally, the
resultant product was washed thoroughly with deionized water and
ethanol and freeze-dried overnight prior to being characterized.
In Situ High-Pressure Characterizations. A symmetric DAC was
used to generate high pressure. A rhenium gasket was pre-indented to
30 μm in thickness, and then a hole with a diameter of 120 μm was
laser-drilled to serve as the sample chamber. A pre-compressed Ta2O5
power pallet and a small ruby ball were loaded in the chamber. Neon
was used as the pressure-transmitting medium, and the pressure was
determined by the ruby luminescence method.45 The high-pressure
angle-dispersive X-ray diﬀraction (ADXD) experiments were carried
out at the 16 BM-D station of High-Pressure Collaborative Access
Team (HPCAT), Advanced Phonon Source (APS), Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL). A focused monochromatic beam with about 5 μm
in diameter [full width at half maximum (fwhm)] and wavelength of
0.4246 Å was used for the diﬀraction experiments. High-pressure
Raman spectra were measured in DAC with neon as the pressuretransmitting medium by a Raman spectrometer with a 514.5 nm laser
excitation. Data suitable for PDF analysis were collected at the 11 ID-B
station at APS in ANL, using high-energy X-ray (90.42 keV; λ =

ELF =

1
1 + (Dσ /Dσ0)2

where Dσ is a measure of Pauli replusion and scales with the
probability to ﬁnd a neighboring same-spin electron. Dσ0 is a
normalization factor determined by a Dσ that is in a homogeneous
electron gas having the same level of spin density. ELF thus ranged
from 0 (no localization) to 1 (perfect localization), and ELF = 0.5
represents the case of homogeneous electron gas. A higher value of
ELF indicates that the electrons are more localized. In our simulation,
ELF values are calculated on the same grid as the charge density. The
bonding atoms are connected by a ﬁctitious tube that was divided into
14 sections. The ELF values on each section are then averaged and
proﬁled to the Ta−O bonds (Figure 5b).
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